
The state of Oregon is a self-insured public entity. The Department of Administrative Services' 
Risk Management (DAS RM) is responsible for the State’s Insurance (Risk) Fund. Funds flow into 
the Insurance Fund in the form of Risk Charges from participating state agencies (See attached 
2023-25 Price List), and flow out of the Insurance Fund to pay for primarily for property, liability 
and workers’ compensation related claims, expenses and commercial policy premiums.    
 
Insurance (Risk) Fund includes six components: 

1. Property - DAS RM pays claims and expenses. 
2. Liability - DAS RM pays claims and expenses. 
3. Workers’ Compensation: DAS RM pays claims and expenses. 
4. Commercial - DAS RM pays premiums for commercial coverages with reimbursements 

from agencies. Examples include policies for terrorism, public officials bonds (coverage 
for specified compensated and non-compensated officials from dishonest acts),  

5. Adults in Custody (AIC) Injury: DAS RM pays adults in custody injury claims and 
expenses. In flows funded by the Department of Corrections.  

6. Administration - DAS RM administrative expenses. Operating budget is funded by the 
Legislatively Approved Budget, from the Property Liability, and Workers’ Comp 
components. 
 

Funding for the Property, Liability, and Workers’ Comp components generally comes from Risk 
Charges (assessments) from participating state agencies. Decisions are made biennially by the 
Legislature regarding the level of risk charges. The process for setting the 2023-25 biennial risk 
charges began in the fall of 2021 with the setting of the Agency Request Budget. The size of risk 
charges drives the ability of the Insurance Fund to cover risks undertaken by the state. 
 
Risk charges are unique. Claims and their related expenses occur regardless of the level of risk 
charge funding. They will need to be paid from the Insurance Fund. 
 
External Independent Qualified Actuaries provide data in the form of an annual report. These 
reports help DAS RM: 
 Set reserves for quarterly accounting reports that meet required accounting standards. 
 Determine appropriate levels of funding for the Insurance Fund. 

 
Funding needs are based on: 
 Claims that have already occurred and claims examiners’ professional estimates of 

reserves that should be held to pay claims and legal expenses. 
 Amounts beyond claims that have already occurred, estimated/updated annually by 

external professional actuaries that amounts for claims and costs that emerge over time 
based on an immense amount of data and experience. 

 
As of January 26, 2024, Cash and Invested Assets (available to pay bills) is roughly estimated at 
$96.8M. 
 That sounds like a lot, but we have a new $40M settlement payment. 
 Run rates out of the fund are about $10M per month. 

https://www.oregon.gov/das/risk/pages/index.aspx


 Without significant additional funding of some sort, the fund will run out of assets this 
2023-25 biennium. 
 

The chart below illustrates how assets are going out the door so quickly and are not being 
replenished fast enough.  

 

 
 

 Through 2015-17 biennium, income usually matched claims and expenses, and income 
was usually set relatively close to the total cost of risk (TCOR) derived from external 
actuarial work. 
 

 But starting in the 2017-19 biennium, we’ve had increasing gaps between income and 
payments. In 2021-23 biennium the gap was about $50M, and in 2023-25 biennium, it 
could very likely grow to $130M.  
 

 DAS RM estimates that at least $60M of the unexpected claim payments can be directly 
attributed to the COVID pandemic. 
 

 Legislatively Approved Budget (LAB) risk charges (the income into the fund) has 
significantly lagged the total cost of risk (TCOR) derived from our external actuaries 
analysis. Between FY18 and FY25 we expect that LAB approved risk charges have lagged 
TCOR by a cumulative total of $150M. 
 

Total Cost of Risk (TCOR) – Present value of cost of risk accumulated during a biennium, 
including claims, related expenses and fees, and insurance premiums, whether paid in a 
biennium or expected to be paid beyond the biennium.   Its determination requires the use of 
an experienced actuary to project (based on a variety of assumptions) experience based on 
exposures, program characteristics, and relevant claim experience.   
 



The following chart shows the assets, related to the liabilities of the Insurance Fund.  
 

 
 
Liabilities (gray bars) are an estimate (based on external actuaries work) of how much we need 
on hand to pay claims that have occurred to date. (Some payments are not paid until several 
years into the future and the liabilities reflect the present value of all those payments.)  
 
The yellow line to show the degree that liabilities are funded.  70% would normally be 
considered acceptable. Our funded ratio is heading toward zero.  
 

 

 

Why is the Insurance Fund in this situation? 
 A general worsening of claims experience.  
 Oregon Tort Claims Act increase tort limits (See attached Tort Claims Table). 
 High number of ongoing litigation with potential extraordinary claims. 
 2023-25 claims and expenses are much higher than anyone would have expected. 

 
 
Recent settlements: 
https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2023/12/40-million-settlement-reached-against-state-for-
repeated-sexual-physical-abuse-of-oregon-foster-children.html 
 
https://www.oregonlive.com/politics/2023/04/jury-awards-more-than-24-million-to-2-oregon-
corrections-employees-finds-they-were-retaliated-against.html 
 

https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2023/12/40-million-settlement-reached-against-state-for-repeated-sexual-physical-abuse-of-oregon-foster-children.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2023/12/40-million-settlement-reached-against-state-for-repeated-sexual-physical-abuse-of-oregon-foster-children.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/politics/2023/04/jury-awards-more-than-24-million-to-2-oregon-corrections-employees-finds-they-were-retaliated-against.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/politics/2023/04/jury-awards-more-than-24-million-to-2-oregon-corrections-employees-finds-they-were-retaliated-against.html
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Risk Management 
Under ORS 278.405, Risk Management (RM) manages the risk management and insurance programs of state 
government. It has responsibility to: 

• Provide insurance coverage for liability, state property and workers’ compensation. 
• Purchase insurance policies, develop and administer self-insurance programs. 
• Purchase risk management, actuarial and other required professional services. 
• Provide technical services in risk management and insurance. 
• Adjust and manage property claims filed by state agencies and coordinate with commercial insurers on large losses. 
• Adjust and manage all liability claims filed against the state; partner with defense counsel (primarily DOJ) and 

agencies to defend tort liability lawsuits. 
• Adopt rules and policies governing the administration of the state’s insurance and risk management activities. 
 
Under ORS 278.425, Risk Management administers the Insurance Fund to provide insurance and self-insurance for 
state agencies. The fund is required to operate on an actuarially sound basis. DAS collects revenue from charges to 
state agency customers for the RM services provided. The total fund charges are added to the Insurance Fund and 
become available to purchase insurance and administer self-insurance programs. The allocation of the charges to 
agencies is based, to the extent possible, upon factors that reflect the relative risk and loss experience of each state 
agency. 

The allocation methodology for 2023-25 remains unchanged from both 2021-23 and 2019-21. Minimums and waivers 
were eliminated in 2019-21 except for Risk Administration, which has a $1,250 minimum charge. Risk Administration 
charges are included in the liability, property, and Workers’ Compensation charges.   

The table in Appendix A – State Government Service Charges (SGSC), displays 2023-25 Risk Management charges that 
are allocated to agencies based on independent actuarial data, commercial insurance costs and risk administration costs. 
The total program costs allocated for 2023-25 reflect continued increases since the 2015-21 periods when increases 
were minimal. Increases have been required due to a few factors including a deterioration in the health of the Insurance 
Fund, ongoing and significant increases related to liability claims and lawsuits and increases in commercial insurance 
premiums. Reference Property (Auto & General) (EGS), Liability (Auto & General) (EGS), and Workers’ Comp. (EGS), 
in Appendix A. 

Contact for more information: Shelly Hoffman at 503-569-8488 or shelly.hoffman@das.oregon.gov. 

mailto:shelly.hoffman@das.oregon.gov
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TORT CLAIMS TABLE OF LIABILITY LIMITS

Causes of action arising
Oregon Tort Claims Act limits on 

liability of the state for personal injury 
and death

Oregon Tort Claims Act limits on 
liability of local public bodies for 

personal injury and death

Oregon Tort Claims Act limits on 
liability of the state and local public 

bodies for property damage
on or after 01/01/1989* 
and before 12/28/2007

$200,000 for single claimant
$500,000 for multiple claimants

See below See below

on or after 12/28/2007 
and before 07/01/2010

$1.5M for single claimant
$3.0M for multiple claimants See below See below

on or after 01/01/1989 
and before 07/01/2009 See above

$200,000 for single claimant
$500,000 for multiple claimants

$50,000 for single or multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2009 
and before 07/01/2010 See above

$500,000 for single claimant
$1,000,000 for multiple claimants

$100,000 for single claimant
$500,000 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2010 
and before 07/01/2011

$1.6M for single claimant
$3.2M for multiple claimants

$533,300 for single claimant
$1,066,700 for multiple claimants

$100,100 for single claimant
$500,600 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2011 
and before 07/01/2012

$1.7M for single claimant
$3.4M for multiple claimants

$566,700 for single claimant
$1,133,300 for multiple claimants

$101,400 for single claimant
$506,900 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2012 
and before 07/01/2013

$1.8M for single claimant
$3.6M for multiple claimants

$600,000 for single claimant
$1,200,000 for multiple claimants

$104,300 for single claimant
$521,400 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2013 
and before 07/01/2014

$1.9M for single claimant
$3.8M for multiple claimants

$633,300 for single claimant
$1,266,700 for multiple claimants

$106,700 for single claimant
$533,400 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2014 
and before 07/01/2015

$2.0M for single claimant
$4.0M for multiple claimants

$666,700 for single claimant
$1,333,300 for multiple claimants

$109,400 for single claimant
$546,800 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2015 
and before 07/01/2016

$2,048,300 for single claimant
$4,096,600 for multiple claimants

$682,800 for single claimant
$1,365,500 for multiple claimants

$112,000 for single claimant
$560,000 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2016 
and before 07/01/2017

$2,073,600 for single claimant
$4,147,100 for multiple claimants

$691,200 for single claimant
$1,382,300 for multiple claimants

$113,400 for single claimant
$566,900 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2017 
and before 07/01/2018

$2,118,000 for single claimant
$4,236,000 for multiple claimants

$706,000 for single claimant
$1,412,000 for multiple claimants

$115,800 for single claimant
$579,000 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2018 
and before 07/01/2019

$2,181,600 for single claimant
$4,363,100 for multiple claimants

$727,200 for single claimant
$1,454,300 for multiple claimants

$119,300 for single claimant
$596,400 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2019 
and before 07/01/2020

$2,247,000 for single claimant
$4,494,000 for multiple claimants

$749,000 for single claimant
$1,498,000 for multiple claimants

$122,900 for single claimant
$614,300 for multiple claimants
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TORT CLAIMS TABLE OF LIABILITY LIMITS

Causes of action arising
Oregon Tort Claims Act limits on 

liability of the state for personal injury 
and death

Oregon Tort Claims Act limits on 
liability of local public bodies for 

personal injury and death

Oregon Tort Claims Act limits on 
liability of the state and local public 

bodies for property damage
on or after 07/01/2020 
and before 07/01/2021

$2,307,500 for single claimant
$4,615,000 for multiple claimants

$769,200 for single claimant
$1,538,300 for multiple claimants

$126,200 for single claimant
$630,800 for multiple claimants

on or after 07/01/2021 
and before 07/01/2022

$2,347,700 for single claimant
$4,695,300 for multiple claimants

$782,600 for single claimant
$1,565,100 for multiple claimants

$128,400 for single claimant
$641,800 for multiple claimants

etc. TBD by SCA TBD by SCA TBD by SCA

*This is the effective date of the last time any of the limits in ORS 30.270 were amended before 2009 SB 311.




